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GARY REPORT
Vital Update
During March, April, and May, we are seeing an intercession, even a type of the kingdom
of heaven, that the Father is effecting. With regard to the church, the kingdom of heaven
on earth, first there was the first Remnant, lasting a mere one and a half years. It was a
good work, being kept pure. And per the Africa work, we saw this testimony in March
as well. How? The first Remnant received the kingdom with power, and they sold their
property and held all things in common. Likewise, in March a Bride brother in America
sold his home and gave all of the profit to the Bride—and it was no small amount,
adequately providing funds that have met our needs, even up to now.
But then came the breach of Christianity, and one would thereupon expect a bad
testimony taking place in Africa per April. Here man corrupts the kingdom, evidenced
through all of the afflictions and corruptions that occurred when Yahshua was delivered
into the hands of the Romans: “so His appearance was marred more than any man and
His form more than the sons of men” (Isaiah 52:14). And as went Christ, so had to go the
Body of Christ—no longer even looking like Him, and absent of the power to be delivered
from the enemy, Satan!
So, what testimony has April brought in Kenya? Even as we need the oil and the power
of the Spirit, so fuel, coming from oil, suddenly became unavailable! Gasoline and diesel
essentially came to a halt, and you can only imagine the ensuing shocking and harmful
consequences, including skyrocketing prices for everything! And again, this is what
happened to the church while in this long breach of Christianity. Show me today the
kind of power that the first Remnant had. It does not exist. As with the fuel in Kenya in
April, that power is not available. People clamor for the Spirit, the oil, but it’s not there.
Watch this video report from Kenya, and think about how churches clamor in the same
way for the oil of the Spirit, but gain very, very little. It too is being “rationed!” People
are thirsty, but it’s not there. Yahshua was crucified on April 1, and quite fittingly, this
month of April clearly attests to Breach Christianity that lacks in oil. It's the dreaded
breach!
So, what is our hope? That we get through April, and in May I begin teaching in Africa
the much-needed truth of the Bride. Beginning on May 17, we finally have our first
teachings in Nairobi. There will be four days of teachings, at four separate locations, each
having an attendance of 2,000. From there we are going to Mombasa for three like
teachings. I have wanted to go to Mombasa for a long time, and sowed a BIG seed on
one occasion, and am finally able to do so. May Yahweh give us abundant success.
Next, we had planned to go to Zanzibar, Tanzania, for two meetings, but COVID has
stopped that for now. Again, we look to the Father for this. And from there we will go
to Rongo and set up tents that will accommodate the thousands who will come to be
taught. In fact, five new tents are being acquired, two purchased by one man, which will
hold thousands. The Bride Hall is now too small to hold the crowds. And if the Spirit is
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poured out, that will be a whole new situation! And that is what we need, what all
mankind needs! The latter rain!
And regarding these three months of March, April, and May, we likewise find evidenced
the three one-thousand-year periods wherein He passes over the first, He passes over
the second, and He takes the third (the passing over principle). And we look to Yahweh
to complete in May what He began in March.
Now let me share with you something the Father just now opened my eyes to see. I trust
that since I have seen it, I can share it. In fact, long ago I told the Father not to show me
anything that He did not want man to know, because I will share it. So here it is.
You are familiar with this image of Satan clearly engraved on Africa as stated in
Zechariah 3:9: “’For behold, the stone that I have set before Yahshua; on one stone are
seven eyes. Behold, I will engrave an engraving on it,’ declares Yahweh of hosts, ‘and I
will remove the iniquity of that land in one day.’”

But only now, Yahweh showed me a most revealing and hopeful like image, but this time
in India (meaning, “river”).
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What is this? Well, what has to take place with Satan? By entering into Judas at the
Passover meal, he became the twelfth apostle. This office did not go to Mathias via the
casting of lots. Yahshua Himself clearly said, “Did I Myself not choose you, the twelve,
and one of you is the devil” (John 6:70)? So what we see here is an image of the twelfth
apostle for the last two thousand years. But, that office has to go back to a man.
Judas —> Satan —> a man
And that is exactly what we see in India. Look at the southern part of India, from Chennai
down, and what do you see? The like image of that seen in Africa! Facing in the same
easterly direction, you see a forehead, a nose, a mouth, and fittingly maybe a beard
protruding from the chin. And distinctly amazing and highly confirming, just as the
image of Satan on Africa faces a large island, Madagascar, equally this like image faces
the large island of Sri Lanka. And here once again, now in a positive testimony: Sri Lanka
means “attractive and impressive through being richly colorful or sumptuous.” Such is
the Bride to Yahshua, whom Satan hates and would want to destroy.
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And most noteworthy, look at Chennai. In Satan Africa, that is where the horn protrudes
out. But not in Satan’s replacement. Instead, it has been broken off, removed! The curse
has been removed!

And equally interesting and revealing, in the location which would be the facial temple
of the image, is a beautiful city named Salem—a name unique for that country. And, this
happens to be the name of the town where I live. Happenstance? Given the whole of
these two images, I would say not so.
And finally, distinctly different from Africa, you will notice that now there is no limit to
the cranium, but instead dramatically expands upward and outward.
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Thus it is written, “But as for you, Daniel, conceal these words and seal up the book until
the end of time; many will go back and forth, and knowledge will increase. Then I,
Daniel, looked and behold, two others were standing, one on this bank of the river and
the other on that bank of the river” (Daniel 12:4-5). And remember, “India” means
“river.” This is the same pattern as on the mount of transfiguration. These are the two
Remnant, the latter receiving insight and understanding that has never before been seen.
And, I’m even still in the flesh. What more do we tap into when we enter into our bornfrom-above bodies? It will be truth without end, as that image illustrates!
And appropriately, I have long desired to go to India to share Bride truth, and there have
been testimonies that lead in that direction. There are 80,000 Indians residing in Kenya,
and are typically quite successful. And amazingly, a number of them have converted to
the Bride. And even more so, they have helped the Bride, including financially. In fact,
the Bride facility in Rongo would not be what it is apart from a businessman of Indian
heritage. And there are others as well who have helped in various ways. And when
Caleb had cancer, he went to India and was healed. And when he got River Blindness,
an Indian (“river”) doctor brought back his sight. And as well, that doctor’s eyes were
opened as he became a Bride brother. Definitely, already India is united with the Bride,
and I long to go there. And personally in my earlier years, I had a close relationship with
an Indian man from Kerala, towards the tip of India. Furthermore, southern Indians are
actually dark-skinned as in Africa. So, another tie.
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But for now, we look to the Father to perform his amazing work in Africa, and deal with
Satan and reverse the curse on that continent, and on all mankind. Satan has afflicted
men for six thousand years, and of necessity Yahweh must cut time short and send His
Son back to this earth as King of kings. But, this is only possible when He can bring His
two-part bride with Him. For now, we look to the Father to perform the work that He
alone can do. We are but mere men, subject to many afflictions. And we hope that what
we are seeing will come about at this time. Interestingly, and hopefully significantly,
Passover this year was from April 15 to the 23rd. Of course Passover has been fulfilled
with the death of the true lamb, the Son of God, Yahshua. But there is another event that
is most unique, and that is the delayed Passover held by Hezekiah in 2 Chronicles 30. It
too was held for seven days, but the event was so wonderful that they extended it to be
a double portion. It so happens that these will be the same days when we will be
gathering in Kenya with the hope of the latter rain: May 15 to the end of the month.
You can read more about this event by clicking here. So, it is all the more with hope we
face May and look to the Father to complete what He has begun, not only in Africa, but
in the world.
Blessed be Yahweh forever. Amen and amen!
Gary

